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Discover Chamonix with an unforgettable hike in the Alps
Information Description
Tour name

GENEVE: Chamonix Mont-Blanc Hiking tour

Code

KTG162

produit
Opening

May to september every day

Time

8:30

Description

Want to hike a little for an unforgettable experience?
This small group tour will let you capture the picturesque scenery of Chamonix.
The unique experience tour will make you discover the different faces of the amazing Alps
mountains.
Start with a 90 minutes drive from Geneva to Chamonix through the Arve valley with majestic views
on the Alps. Arriving in Chamonix village, is something in itself. Exiting the bus and feeling the
refreshing mountain air, with the cable car overhead, you will feel the exiting thrills to come during
your full day. The picturesque town and the most famous mountain resort in France is famous for
the highest mountain of Europe: if you look at the sky… you will see It - The roof of Europe - The
Majestic Mont-Blanc. Enjoy the bus ride to the third natural mountain spot most visited in the world.
Ride up the cable car to the middle point up to 2300 m. We will provide a lunch boy with chips, water
and sandwiches.
Start your hike which will take about 2h15, the elevation is 140 m gain and 523 m loss. It's a 5.8
kilometer at an intermediate level.
Balcon Nord trail is undoubtedly the one that will leave the most unforgettable memories.
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Head downhill on eroded switchbacks to a cute restaurant a couple hundred yards below. The
scenery is already stunning in all directions.
You will arrive at the famous glacier Mer de Glace where you will board the cogwheel mountain back
to the village of Chamonix.
Spend a couple of hours wondering in the village at the end of the day before heading back to
Geneva.
Explore the stunning alpine scenery of Chamonix, in the French Alps.
Duration of

10h

circuit
Guided

Driver guide in english

tours
Important

Passport is necessary
If cable car or mountain is close, you will be offer alternative activities

Children

Cable car forbidden under 4
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